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pany, Kansas City, Mo., a corporation of Delaware 

Filed Mar. 28, 1960, Ser. No. 18,051 
14 Claims. (Cl. 62-183) 

This invention relates to heat exchange equipment and 
has particular application to liquid refrigerant apparatus 
employing an evaporator, refrigerant condensing means, 
a compressor and expansion valve means located between 
the evaporator and the condenser. 

Conventional refrigeration systems having the basic 
components de?ned above, normally utilize an air cooled 
refrigerant condenser which is sized to handle maximum 
design heat loads 'while operating at summer dry bulb 
temperatures. Thus, when the ‘ambient air temperature 
falls to a low level, the condensing temperature of the 
refrigerant and its related pressure are reduced corre 
spondingly. During cold weather operation and also dur 
ing mild weather operation with light loads, the pressure 
of the liquid refrigerant falls to a point Where the evap— 
orator capacity is drastically reduced because of lack of 
avail-able pressure across the expansion valve. For this 
reason, it has been found necessary to equip an air cooled 
condenser with some means of control to maintain the 
pressure of the liquid refrigerant at a high level during 
periods of cold weather operation. 

Although the refrigerant pressure may be controlled 
by a number of different ways, the primary object of this 
invention is to provide a cold weather control system 
permitting variation of the amount of air ?owing across 
the condenser coils and thereby effecting maintenance of 
the refrigerant pressure at substantially a predetermined 
point. ' 

Another signi?cant object of the instant invention is to 
provide a control system for maintaining refrigerant pres 
sure at a predetermined value by utilization of dampers 
which are movable to an in?nite number of positions reg 
ulating the ?ow of air across the condenser coils, and 
with movement of the dampers being responsive to change 
in pressure of the refrigerant at the exit line of the com 
pressor unit. 

It is contemplated that the refrigeration system herein 
described employ fan means for forcing air across the 
condenser unit when natural convection of air across the 
condenser coils ispinsut?cient to condense all of the re 
frigerant. It is, therefore, another important object of 
the invention to provide control apparatus operably cou 
pled to the adjustable dampers as well as the fan means 
referred to above, to prevent the fan from cycling on and 
off at frequent intervals, and with the position of the 
dampers being adjusted so as to maintain the head pres 
sure of the refrigerant at the selected value, and the fan 
being turned-0n only in the event that variation in the 
position of the dampers to change the amount of air 
?owing over the condenser coils is incapable of maintain 
ing the refrigerant at the required pressure level. An 
important advantage of the present apparatus is therefore, 
the ‘provision of means for permitting an initial opera 
tion sequence where the required head pressure of the re 
frigerant will be maintained by movement of the dampers 
only with the fan deactivated, but if the pressure of the 
refrigerant continues to rise above a pro-established level 
notwithstanding‘change in position of the dampers, then 
the fan will start automatically and remain running over 
a wide pressure ‘differential so that the fan will not cycle 
off during the time the dampers are being moved in an 
effort to maintain the refrigerant pressure at the estab 
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lished point. This function increases the longevity of 
the fan unit and provides more uniform performance. 
A further important object is to provide control appa 

ratus as described including mechanism for deactivating 
the fan motor if the same is operating any time the com 
pressor ceases operation. In this manner, the fan will 
not be started during the next cycle of the compressor 
until after the system has ascertained that the refrigerant 
pressure cannot be maintained without flow of additional 
air across the condenser means by activation of the fan. 
Also an important aim of the invention is to provide 

control apparatus for refrigeration equipment having 
means responsive to the pressure of the refrigerant in the 
system for maintaining the head pressure of such refrig 
erant at the condenser means within a very narrow, pre 
selected range. In order to accomplish the result desired, 
at least two pressure responsive controls are employed 
with one of the same being operably coupled to the fan 
for activating the latter whenever the pressure of the re 
frigerant increases to a pre-established value. This pres 
sure limit control is preferably provided with a second 
setting arranged to maintain the fan in an activated con 
dition until a pre-established low pressure limit is reached, 
at which time the control causes the fan to ‘be stopped. 
Thus, any time the pressure of the refrigerant falls to a 
pre-established low limit, the fan will discontinue 
operation. 
The second control operably coupled to an electric 

motor for operating the dampers, is also responsive to 
refrigerantv pressure and is designed to maintain a con 
stant, pie-established head pressure on the refrigerant by 
effecting movement of the dampers in response to actua 
tion of the damper motor in either of the directions of 
movement thereof. The second control operates inde 
pendently of the ?rst fan limit control and serves to 
modulate the position of the dampers and thereby close 
the same to reduce air flow over the condenser unit when 
ever the head pressure of the refrigerant is low, or in 
the alternative, to effect opening of the dampers ‘and in 
crease air flow when the pressure of the refrigerant is 
high. 
A still further important object of the invention is to 

provide control apparatus for refrigeration equipment of 
the type de?ned above wherein a switch is opened each 
time the compressor cycles off to preclude energization 
of the damper operator motor and thereby maintain the 
dampers at the exact position of the same at the time of 
stopping of the compressor. This control feature mini 
mizes damper hunting on each cycle of operation of the 
compressor. 
A further important object of the invention is to pro 

vide control apparatus adapted to be utilized in refrigera 
tion equipment having a plurality of refrigerant conden 
ser modules connected to separate compressors and in 
cluding common fan means for driving air across all of 
the condenser modules as well as single damper structure 
for regulating the air ?ow through the unit. In this type 
of installation the control apparatus is operably coupled 
to the fan motor, the damper control motor and only one 
of the compressor motors. The switch mentioned in the 
paragraph above performs the very useful and valuable 
function of permitting the dampers to remain in the posi 
tion that was satisfactory to maintain the desired head 
pressure at the exit line of the condenser modules coupled 
to the compressor connected in the control circuit. Thus, 
if the dampers are in speci?c position, it has been found 
that the head pressure is maintained Without damper 
motion provided the load stays essentially constant. This 
condition of constant load is common for appreciable 
periods of time. The above feature makes it possible to 
operate a single air-cooled condenser that has multiple 
circuits and is used as the heat rejection means for more 
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than one compressor. The multiple compressor arrange 
ment frequently used on the described systems will con 
tinue to operate satisfactorily even though the single 
machine operating the dampers has shut down, because 
the switch which de-energizes the damper motor has left 
the damper in a position that was satisfactory and there_ 
fore, the ‘additional machines on the same air-cooled con 
denser operate vas though no change had taken place. 
The importance of this feature is very great since it offers 
the possibility of using a single air cooled condenser with 
multiple circuits on multiple compressors for applica 
tions such as encountered in supermarkets and yet each 
of the machines operates as satisfactorily as the machine 
actually controlling the damper position. To make this 
possible, the fan must operate either continuously, if 
there are a great many compressors and almost always 
one would be on, or parallel contacts from each of the 
various compressor starters can be arranged so that the 
fan will start whenever any compressor comes on. The 
advantages inherent in the dampers remaining in a ?xed 
position during the down-time on the control compressor 
is very signi?cant and enlarges the ?eld of application for 
the present control apparatus. 
An additional important object is to provide control 

apparatus as described, wherein is included a relay for 
reactivating the damper control motor whenever the con 
trolling compressor shuts down, thus making it possible 
to operate a group of condensers on separate circuits in 
a single air cooled condenser with ‘all of the compressors 
being controlled indirectly by the damper position required 
by the control compressor. 

Another signi?cant aim of the instant invention is to 
provide control apparatus for a refrigeration unit wherein 
means for controlling energization of the damper oper 
ator motor preferably comprises ‘a proportioning control 
capable of causing the damper motor to seek a position 
and remain essentially ?xed for any given set of operat 
ing conditions. Thus, in operation of the refrigeration 
unit, the dampers do not constantly open and close as in 
prior apparatus of this general type but instead, seek a 
position to maintain the pressure of the refrigerant at a 
predetermined value. The proportioning control is of 
the type ‘preventing the dampers from oscillating exces 
sively during operation of the unit regardless of the direc 
tion in which such dampers are being moved in order to 
provide more or‘ less air to compensate for a change in 
the of the liquid refrigerant in the refrigeration 
system. 

Also ‘an object of the invention is to provide control 
apparatus of the characteristics described wherein the 
?eld windings of the damper operator motor are main 
tained in an energized condition regardless of the condi 
tion of energization of the clockwise and counterclock 
wise armature windings of such motor, this construction 
being signi?cant since it is'desirable that the motor be 
immersed in an oil bath maintenance of the ?eld 
windings in an energized condition prevents the oil from 
increasing in viscosity in cold weather to an extent which 
would interfere with movement of the dampers to posi 
tions regulating the air ?ow over the condenser means. 

Other important objects and details of construction 
and operation vof the instant control apparatus will be 
come obvious or be explained in greater detail as the 
following speci?cation progresses. 
' In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a bottom view looking upwardly, of re 

friger-ation equipment as contemplated by the‘ present 
invention and showing the housing for the condenser 
means as well ‘as the dampers controlling movement of 
air into the housing and across the condenser, with cer 
tain parts of the damper structure being broken away to 
reveal details of construction of the components there 
above; 

‘ FIG. 2 is a fragmentary, vertical cross-sectional view 
taken on the line 2-—2 of FIG. 1 and looking upwardly 
in the direction of the arrows; 
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d. 
PEG. 3 is an enlarged, fragmentary, bottom view of 

the damper operator motor showing the way in which the 
same is operably coupled to one of the dampers; and 

FIG. 4 is a schematic Wiring diagram of the present 
control apparatus and illustrating the various electrical 
and mechanical components thereo? 

In refrigeration systems utilizing an cooled con 
denser, such condenser is generally constructed of a size 
such that thc same will have adequate capacity under the 
most adverse operating conditions likely to be encountered. 
These adverse conditions occur at times of highest dry 
bulb temperature since this parameter directly determines 
the required size of the condenser. Therefore, assuming 
that this would mean a condenser rmit was constructed 
in ya manner so that when the ambient temperature was 
at 100? F.,.the condensing temperature of the refrigerant 
would be approximately l20" F., the condenser would 
be sized so "that the condensing temperature differential 
would be 20° F. Inasmuch as refrigeration compressors 
are limited in the maximum condensing temperature they 
can handle, the 120° F. is basically a limit and thereby 
determined by the compressor manufacturer. These two 
factors, compressor limits and maximum condensing tem 
perature, are used only as design conditions for construc 
tion of the equipment, but it is apparent that these con 
ditions will occur only a very small percentage of the 
time, with the temperature being less than that speci?ed 
the largest proportion of the time, while during only a 
small percentage of the operating time of the equipment 
will the ambient temperature be above that indicated. 
Therefore, for the largest percentage of time of operation 
of the unit, the refrigeration equipment will operate at 
a lower temperature than 100° F. Since the condenser 
unit is sized for a 20° F. temperature differential, the re 
sult will be a decrease in the condensing temperature in 
response to lowering of the ambient dry bulb tempera 
ture. This, of course, assumes that the load on the evap 
orator remains approximately constant and ‘although this 
is not the case in certain instances, in commercial op 
erations where food storage is involved for example, the 
load on the evaporator does remain essentially constant 
regardless of the season. Furthermore, many modern 
buildings are rather completely enclosed and depend on 
cooling and air conditioning the year around and where the 
number of people or sun elfects are appreciable, these 
buildings need cooling even though the outdoor tempera 
ture is low. For purposes of the present control system, 
it may therefore be assumed that the load on the evap 
orator is substantially'constant. ' i l i i i 

' Food storage and cooling of buildings are only two 
examples of why a refrigeration system must be designed 
so as to be operable the year around and at low ambient 
temperatures during winter months. A problem is pre 
sented, therefore, because as the condensing temperature 
decreases, the condensing pressure also decreases. The 
required evaporator temperature and pressure remain 
basically constant, however,v because of the rather con 
stant load on the evaporator as discussed above. This 
means that the temperature and pressure difference be 
tween condensing and evaporating is decreased as the 
outdoor ambient temperature is reduced and therefore, 
reducing the pressure differential of the refrigerant and 
resulting in inadequate pressure on the liquid as the 
same flows through the expansion valve of the refrigera 
tion system. It can be recognized that as the pressure 
differences are reduced and particularly the pressure of 
the refrigerant at the expansion valve, the ?ow there 
,through becomes inadequate to maintain the required 
cooling effect and the refrigeration system loses a sub 
stantial proportion of its evaporating capacity. It has 
been observed that in very cold Weather the refrigeration 
capacity of the evaporator can be reduced to a level very 
close to zero. 

Although systems have previously been devised to in 
troduce some of the cold ambient air into the area being 
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cooled, it has been found, extremely complicated to con 
trol the introduction of such cold 'air into the area in 
‘which the evaporator is disposed and this additional equip 
ment is more expensive than a conventional refrigeration 
system which is used the year around. It is therefore ap 
parent that a need existed to operate the refrigeration 
systems the year around regardless of the ambient tem 
perature conditions and with the evaporating capacity of 
the unit remaining substantially constant. The present 
control system for refrigeration equipment is designed to 
overcome the above problems. 

Refrigeration equipment broadly designated by the 
numeral 10 and embodying the preferred components and 
concepts of the instant invention, includes an open top 
and bottom, generally rectangular, metallic housing 12 
supported on a number of vertical, horizontally spaced, 
transversely angularly shaped legs 14 which are prefer 
ably placed at least at respective corners ofhousing 12. 

In the preferred-refrigeration unit as illustrated, a pair 
of condenser banks 16 and 18 are mounted within hous 
ing ‘12 on respective angularly disposed supports 20 which 
converge as the uppermost extremities thereof are ap 
proached so that ‘banks 16 and 18 are in substantially 
V-shaped con?guration, as illustrated in FIG. 2. The de 
tails of construction of banks 16 and 18 are not illustrated 
or believed pertinent to the instant invention, but it is 
pointed out that each of the same includes an inlet line and 
an outlet pipe 22 which communicate with serpentine con 
duits 24 carried by a large number of transversely ex 
tending, longitudinally aligned, horizontally spaced ?ns 
26. 
A number of channel members 28 mounted in the 

lowermost ‘end of housing 12 and extending in. diagonal 
fashion, support upright bearing 30 at the zone of junc 
ture of respective channels 28, with a shaft 32 being 
rotatably carried by bearing 30 and disposed in a ver 
tical position. F-an blade means 34 secured to the lower— 
most end of shaft 32 below channels 28 include a num 
ber of blades 36 having a pitch to force air upwardly 
through the lower open end of housing 12 in response 
to rotation of shaft 32 by electric motor 38 through belt 
and pulley means 40 operably coupling shaft 42 of motor 
38 to shaft 32. . 

A ‘horizontal plate 44 secured to the lowermost rec 
tangular margin of housing 12 has a centrally disposed, 
circular opening 46 therein coaxial with shaft 32 and 
thereby fan means 34, while an upstanding, circular 
?ange 48 is secured to the upper face of plate 44 in cir 
cumseribing, compiemental relationship to opening 46. 
In order to preclude passage of objects into the interior of 
housing 12 through opening 46 which might bend or 
otherwise injure ?ns 26 of condenser banks 16‘ and 18, a 
circular screen 50 is carried by plate 44 in covering re 
lationship to opening 46. 
Damper means broadly designated 52 and designed to 

regulate flow of .air upwardly through housing 12 either 
.‘by natural convection or during operation of fan means 
34, comprises a rectangular frame 54 open at the top 
and bottom thereof, secured tothe underface of plate 
44, depending therefrom and coaxial with shaft 32. 
Frame 54 includes »a pair of side, channel-shaped 

elements 56 and 58 as well as channel-shaped end ele 
ments ‘60 and 62. Cross member 64 spans the distance 
between side elements 56 and 58 is and disposed midway 
between end elements 60 and 62. _ , 
A number of elongated damper blades 66 are carried 

by frame 54 therewithin, with each of the blades 66 hav 
ing a centrally disposed bearing 68 at opposed ends 
thereof and adapted vto pivotally receive ‘corresponding 

I pivot pins 70 secured to the inner faces of end elements‘ 
. 60 and 62 as well as opposed surfaces of cross member 
64. The only exception to this is shaft 72 extending 
through the bearings 68 on blade units 66' and 66" ad 
jacent side element 56, it being noted in FIG, 1 that 
shaft'72 is secured to corresponding bearings 68 by set-‘ 
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screws 74 so that upon rotation of damper blade 66’, 
blade 66" is rotated therewith a corresponding distance. 

It should also be noted that blade 66"’ adacent side 
element 58 and end element 62 respectively, is substan 
tially shorter than the remaining damper blades to com— 
pensate for motor housing 76 disposed within frame 54 
at the corner of side element 58 and end element 62. 
As best shown in FIG. 3, wherein the cover plate 78 

of housing 76 is removed, damper operator motor 80 
positioned within housing 76 has an output shaft 82 
directly aligned with the axis of rotation of blade 66"’. 
Coupling 84 connects output shaft 82 to shaft 86 which 
is secured to the proximal bearing 68 on blade 66"’ by 
s'etscrew 88. Electrical conduit 90 extending from motor 
80 through side element 58 carries power lines for per 
mitting selective actuation of motor 82 in a manner to 
be de?ned in greater detail hereinafter. 
Damper blades 66' and 66", as well as every alternate 

blade 66 including blade 66"’, have a generally L-shaped 
depending bracket 92 secured to the normally undermost 
surfaces thereof intermediate the ends of such blades and 
in alignment perpendicularly of corresponding ‘blades 66, 
as‘ best shown in FIG. 1. Links 94 are pivotally secured 
to and interconnect the lowermost extremities of brackets 
92 with links 94, thereby being in parallel relationship 
as indicated in FIG. 1. Alternate pairs commencing with 
blade element 66’ and 66” are also interconnected by 
short links 96 coupled to brackets 98 and 100 respec 
tively, secured to the underside of respective blade units 
‘66. The disposition and location of links 96 as well as 
brackets 98 and 100 interconnecting alternate pairs of 
blade units 66 is best illustrated in FIG. 1. 
Another screen 102, which is rectangular in con?gura 

tion, is placed in underlying relationship to frame 54 in 
closing relationship to the opening therein to also pre 
vent entrance of foreign objects into the interior of hous~ 
ing 12, and it is also contemplated that screens be pro 
vided at the uppermost end of housing 12 to preclude 
gravitational entrance of foreign materials into the in 
terior of unit 10. 

In the schematic wiring diagram shown in FIG. 4, the 
compressor motor forming a part of the refrigeration 
unit is designated by the numeral 104, While a refrigerant 
conduit 106 communicating with pipes 22 has a T 108 
therein coupling line 106 to lines 110 and 112 respec 
tively. Inasmuch as it is assumed that fan motor 38 and 
compressor motor 104 are of the three phase, alternating 
current type, the three power lines therefor are desig 
nated 114, 116 and 118. The switch arms 120, 122 and 
124 of relay 126 are interposed in lines 114, 116 and 
118 respectively, with arms 120, 122 and 124 being en 
gageable with corresponding contacts 128, i130 and 132. 
The coil 134 of relay 126 is interposed in a circuit to be 
hereinafter described. 
The primary windings 136 of transformer 138 are 

connected to lines 116 and 118 by lines 140 and 142 
respectively, while the secondary windings 144 of trans 
former 138 are connected to the coil 146 of relay 148 
by respective lines 150 and '152. It is to be noted that 
a switch 154 is interposed in line 152 and which is 
operated by compressor motor 104 in a manner to cause 
switch 154 to be closed during operation of motor 104 
and in an open condition during deactivation of such 
motor. - 

Switch arms 156, 158 and 160 of relay 148 are inter 
posed in conduits 162, 164 and 166 respectively, coupling 
lines 114, 116 and 118 to compressor motor 104. The 
other switch arm 168 of relay 148 is connected to a line 
170 leading to coil 134 of relay 126, while contact 172 
of relay 148 and engaged by arm ‘168 is coupled to a 
line 174. 
The secondary windings 176 of another transformer 

178, is then coupled to lines 116 and 118 by lines 180 
and 182, and the primary windings 184 of such trans 
former are connected to corresponding arms of a double 
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pole, single throw, manually operable switch 186 by lines 
188 and 190. _Contact 192 of switch 186 is joined to the 
coil 194 of relay 1196 by line 198, and the other contact 
200 of switch 186 is coupled to the secondary windings 
202 of transformer 204 by line 206. Line 207 couples 
coil 292 of transformer 204 to line 198. Coil 194 of 
relay 196 is also joined to line 170 by line 208. An 
auxiliary high-low pressure switch ‘210 forming a part 
of the instant control apparatus'has a switch arm "212 
which is moved in response to the pressure of refrigerant 
in line 110. As will be made clearer hereinafter, switch 
arm 212 remains out of engagement with its contact 214 
until the pressure in line 110 reaches a predetermined 
high level and by the same token, arm 212 remains in 
engagement with contact 214 after closing of switch 210, 
until the pressure of the refrigerant in line 110 recedes 
to a second predetermined low level. Line 216 joins 
contact ‘214 of switch 210 to the coil 134 of relay 126, 
and line 218 interconnects switch arm 212 and line 198. 
The control apparatus also includes a proportioning 

control switch broadly designated 220 having a switch 
arm 222 pivotal about a ?xed fulcrum 224 and with 
one end of arm 222 being movable into alternate engage 
ment with opposed switch contacts 226 and 228. Pivoting 
of arm 222 about fulcrum 224 is effected by virtue of 
operable connection of line 212 to arm 222 to shift the 
latter in response to change of refrigerant pressure in 
line 112. The coil 230 of solenoid 232 forming a part 
of control switch 220, is coupled to arm 234 of a poten 
tiometer 236 forming a part of damper operator motor 
80, by a line 238. Another line 240 coupled to coil 230 
servesv as a ground for the latter. 

It should be noted at this juncture that a ?exible line 
242 electrically connects switch arm 222 to ground line 
240, while the’ armature 244 of solenoid 232 is connected 
to one end of a coil spring'246 which is joined at the 
opposite end thereof to switch arm 222 intermediate ful 
crum 224 and contacts 226 and 228. The extent to ‘which 
spring 246 biases arm 222 toward contact 228 is deter 
mined by the position of armature 244 relative to coil 
230 of the solenoid 232. 

Line 248 couples contact 226 to cam operated limit 
switch arm 250, while line 252 joins contact 228 to earn 
actuated limit switch arm 254. As will be explained 
hereinafter, cam .256 permits switch arm 250 to open 
after the armature 258 of motor 80 has rotated in one 
direction to the end of its path of travel, while cam 
260 associated with arm 254 permits the latter to open 
during rotation of armature 258 in the opposite direc 
tion'and after the same has reached the limit of its path 
of rotational movement. ' 

Relay switch arm 262 and relay switch arm 264, form 
ing a part of relay 196, and interposed in lines 248 and 
252 respectively, are movable into closed condition 
in response to energization of coil 1'94 as hereinafter de“ 
scribed. 
The primary windings 266 of transformer 7204 are con 

nected to the ?eld windings 268 of damper operator 
motor 88 by line 270 and to ground line 240 by line 
272. 
Damper operator motor 88 includes counterclockwise 

armature windings 274 connected to ground line 276 and 
the contact 278 adapted to be engaged by arm 2S0. 
Clockwise armature windings 280 are likewise joined to 
ground 276 and to contact 282 disposed to be engaged by 
limit switch arm 254. One end of potentiometer coil 284 
is grounded by a line 286 having a resistor ‘288 therein, 
the opposite end of coil 284 being coupled to line 300. 
Jumper wire 302 interconnects lines 300 and ‘270. An 
other jumper wire 304 joins one end of ?eld windings 268 
to ground line 240. i r p 

In operation of refrigeration equipment 10 employing 
the control circuit illustrated schematically in FiG. 4, a 
proportioning control adjusting knob forming a part of 
control switch 220 (not shown) is initially s'et‘a't a‘pre 
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determined pressure, depending upon the refrigerant util 
ized. For example, with "dichlorodi?uoromethane the 
control preferably'should be set at 125 p.s.i.g., while such 
setting should be approximately ‘205 p.s.i.g. if chlorodi 
fluoromethane is employed. Thehigh-low pressure switch 
218 is also adjusted so that the same remains in an open 
condition until a pressure of 150 p.s.i.g., or 250 p.s.i.g. 
respectively for dichlorodi?uoromethane and chlorodi 
?uoromethane, is reached. Similarly, the switch is set so 
‘that the same does not ‘open runtil a low pressure of 50 
p.s.i.g. or ‘90 p.s.i.g. is reached for the corresponding 
refrigerants dichlorodi?uoromethane and chlorodifluoro 
methane, as set forth above. It is to be understood that 
these pressures are exemplary only for the particular 
refrigerants and may be varied in certain circumstances 
to meet the ambient conditions encountered. As will be 
explained hereinafter, the pressure switch should be ad 
justed if fan motor 38 cycles on and off at frequent inter 
vals, and the proportioning control 220 should be adjust 
ed if the head pressure of the refrigerantis at too high a 
value or too low. 

Next, the equipment is placed in operation by closing 
manually operable, double pole switch 186, it being as 
sumed that compressor motor 104 is cycled off and on by 
thermostat means forming no part of the present ap 
paratus and therefore'not illustrated. 

Closing of switch 186 causes coil 202 of transformer 
204 to be energized from coil 176 of transformer 178 
connected to lines 116 and 118 by lines 180 and 182, 
through coil 184 and line 188, one arm of switch 186, 
contact 192, line 1918, line 207, coil 202, line 206, con 
tact 200, the other arm of switch ‘186 and line 190. 

Field windings 268 of damper motor 80 are simultane 
ously energized through a circuit including coil 266 of 
transformer 204, line 272, line 240‘, jumper wire 304, 
coil 268 and line 270. It is assumed initially that switch 
arm 222 is in the perfectly balanced position thereof as 
illustrated in FIG. 4 and thereby not engaging either of 

- the contacts 226 and 228. Likewise, armature 258 of 
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motor 80 is in the central disposition of the same with 
potentiometer 234, operable in response to rotation of 
armature 258, being in the central position intermediate 
the ends of the path of travel thereof across coil 284. 
However, cams 256 and 260 are in locations maintaining 
respective switch arms 250 and 254 in engagement with 
contacts 278 and 282. No cur-rent flows to armature 
windings 274 and 280 because switch am 222 is in an 
open condition as set forth above. > 
‘Closing of switch 186 also effects energization of relay 

196 through coil 184, "line 188, one arm of switch 186, 
contact 192, line 198, coil 194, line 203., line 170, 
switch arm 168 in engagement with contact 172, line 
174, line 206, contact 200, the other arm of switch 186 
and line 19!). Closing of switches 262 and 264 of relay 
196 in response to energization of coil 194 permits cur 
rent to pass to either of the armature windings 274 and 
280 of damper motor 80 upon engagement of switch arm 
222 with contact ‘226 or contact 228. The circuit from 
contact 226 to armature 258 may be traced by line 248 
and including closed switch 262, wswitch arm 250, contact 
278, armature winding 274vand ground line 276. The 
opposed contact 228 is coupled to armature'winding 280 
through line 252, including closed switch 264, switch 
arm 254, and contact 282 joined to winding 280 with the 
latter in turn also being grounded to line 276, 

It is to be understood “that switch 154 is closed in re 
sponse to a thermostatic or pressure control form-ing a 
part of the refrigeration system and not illustrated, for 
sensing the point'at which it is desired that compressor 
motor 104 be energized to operate the compressor. Clos 
ing of switch 154' causes coil 146 of relay 148 to be 
energized through windings 144 of transformer 138, line 
150, coil 1146, and line 152 including closed switch 154. 
Switches 156, 158 and 160 are clqsed in response to 
energization of relay coil 146 whereby current is per 
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mitted to pass to compressor motor 104 from power lines 
1114, 116 and 118 via lines 166, 164 and 162 respectively. 
Means controlling switch 154 is of a nature to prevent 
frequent cycling of compressor motor 184 and therefore 
the latter will run for a substantial period of time in 
accordance with concepts well known in this ?eld. 

Switch arm 168 of relay 148 moves into engagement 
with contact 172 in response to activation of relay 148 
but the coil 134 of relay 126 is not energized at this 
juncture unless switch 210 is closed. Since relay 126 
remains deenergized so long as switch 210 is open, fan 
motor 38 remains in an inactive condition and fan blade 
means 34 are not caused to rotate. 
However, when the pressure of the refrigerant in con 

duit >106 reaches a predetermined high level as deter 
mined by the setting of high-low switch 210, switch arm 
212 moves into engagement with contact 214 whereby 

‘ relay 126 is energized through a circuit including wind 
ings 184 of transformer 178, line 188, one switch arm 
of switch 186, contact 192, line 198, line 218, switch 
arm 212, contact 214, line ‘216, coil 134, line 170', switch 
arm 168, contact 172, line 174, line 206, contact 200, 
the other arm of switch 186 and line 190. During ener 
gization of fan motor 38, the shaft 42 thereof is turned 
to cause fan means 34 to be rotated by shaft 32 through 
belt and pulley means 40. As fan means 34 rotates, air 
is drawn inwardly through the lowermost end of housing 
12, past the damper structure arranged below fan means 
34, and thence upwardly over condenser banks 16 and 
18. Screens 50 and 162 serve to preclude entrance of 
foreign articles into the interior of housing 12 which 
would damage the ?ns of banks 16 and 18. 
Motor 38 continues to operate by virtue of the wind 

ings thereof being energized directly from power lines 
114, 116 and 118, while switches 120, 122 and 124 of 
relay 126 remain closed, unless the pressure of the re 
frigerant in line 106 drops to a predetermined low level 
permitting switch ‘210 to open, thereby effecting deen 
ergization of coil 134 or, in the alternative, upon stop 
ping of compressor motor 104 whereby switch 154 opens 
and permitting switch arm 168 to move out of engage 
ment with contacts 172 and breaking the circuit to relay 
126. 
The components described above are effective in pre 

venting fan motor 38 from cycling on and o? at frequent 
intervals and, as will be pointed out in detail, propor 
tioning control 220 causes the dampers to hunt a posi 
tion maintaining the head pressure of the refrigerant at 
a preselected value and while fan motor 38 continues to 
run, so that frequent starting and stopping of the latter 

_ is precluded. 

J Assuming that fan motor 38 is in operation and the 
head pressure of the refrigerant in line 106 falls in re 
sponse to passage of additional air over condenser banks 
16 and 18, switch 222 is caused to swing about the ful 
crum 224 until one end of switch 222 engages contact 
226. Armature winding 274 of damper operator motor 

7 80 is thereby' energized through a circuit including coil 
266 of transformer 204, line 272, line 240, ?exible line 
242, switch arm ‘222, contact 226, line 248 including 
closed switch 262, switch arm 25%), contact 278, windings 
274 and ground line 276. During energization of arma 
ture windings 274, armature 258 of motor 80 is caused to 
be rotated in a counterclockwise direction whereby damp 
er blades 66 are rotated toward the closed positions there 
of through corresponding links 94 and 96 as well as shaft 
72. 

It is to be noted that as armature 258 is rotated as 
outlined above, potentiometer arm 234 is rotated there 
with and in a direction toward resistor 288 whereby the 

. voltage passing to coil 230 of solenoid 232 varies in re 
sponse to change in position of arm 234. It is to be ap 
preciated that closing of manually operable switch 186 

» effects immediate energization of coil 230 of solenoid 
232 through a circuit from transformer 204 which is, 
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energized from lines 116 and 118 upon closing of the 
switch arms of switch 186, with coil 23!]? being interposed 
in a circuit including windings 266, line 272, line 240, 
the windings of solenoid 232, line 238, potentiometer arm 
234, coil 284, line 300, jumper wire 302 and line 270. 
By virtue of the increase in voltage to coil 230 as poten 
tiometer 234 is moved toward resistor 288, coil spring 
246 exerts a greater force on switch arm 222 and pulls 
the latter out of engagement with contact 226 prior to 
the time armature 258 reaches the end of its counter 
clockwise path of travel and at a point where the pres 
sure of the refrigerant is substantially at the preselected 
value. 
A rise in head pressure of refrigerant in line 186 causes 

switch arm 222 to be moved into engagement with con 
tact 228, thereby energizing armature winding 280 of 
damper operator motor 80 through a circuit including the 
coil 266 of transformer 204, line 272, line 240, ?exible 
line 242, switch arm 222, ‘contact 228, line 252 including 
closed switch 264, switch arm 254, contact 282, the wind 
ings 280 of armature 258 and ground line 276. Energiza 
tion of windings 288 causes armature 258 to be rotated 

. in‘ a clockwise direction, thereby effecting opening of the 
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damper means below fan means 34 and also causing po 
tentiometer arm 234 to be moved away from resistor 288. 
As potentiometer arm 234 moves away from resistor 288, 
the voltage to coil 236 of solenoid 232 decreases, there 
by permitting the inherent upward bias of switch 222 to 
move the latter out of engagement with contact 228 and 
at the point where the pressure of the refrigerant is sub 
stantially at the preselected value and again prior to rota 
tion of armature 258 to the end of its clockwise path of 
travel. a 7' 

Proportioning; control 226 thereby precludes operator 
motor 80 from oscillating and the dampers hunt out 
the proper position to effect a balance between the con 
densing temperature and pressure of the refrigerant and 
the ambient air conditions. Although proportioning con 
trol 220 has beenrillustrated only schematically, the de 
scription thereof is believed to be su?iciently complete to 
permit practice of the instant invention, particularly with 
reference to a speci?c control, a suitable one being type 
PP-A, manufactured by the Barber-Colman Company, 
Rockford, Illinois, and described in Bulletin No. 
F-6452-2. t 

It has also been determined that a single-pole, double 
throw, free-floating switch may be substituted for the 
proportioning control 220 if desired, and operable results 
are obtained even though the sensitivity of such switch 
is not as greatas the proportioning unit 220. In substi 
tuting a free-floating switch for the proportioning con 
trol, the contacts corresponding to contacts 226 and 228 
of control 220, would be ‘coupled to the armature Wind 
ings of damper motor 80in the same manner as illustrated 
in FIG. 4, but the solenoid 236 and potentiometer 236 
would not be used in the modi?ed construction. In the 
preferred embodiment, the pressure differential on a 
switch arm such as 222, necessary to move the latter from 
one end of its path of travel, would approximate ten 
pounds, and with the switch arm moving out of engage 
vment with a corresponding contact upon the‘ slightest 
deviation from the speci?ed high and low pressure 
values. A snap-type switch would not be required in the 

. described construction by virtue of the low voltages in 
volved, particularly when it is recognized that the arma 
ture windings 274 and 280 are interposed in a circuit be 
tween ground Wires 240‘ and 276. The operation of the 

.control apparatus embodying the free-?oating switch 
would be essentially the same as the operation of the con 
trol apparatus embodying proportioning control 220 and, 
therefore, will not be described in detail. 
The instant control apparatus is also of particular ad 

vantage in refrigeration equipment having a number of 
individual condenser ‘modules disposed within a common 
housing, and each connected to a corresponding com 
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pressor. Units of this type generally have common fan 
means for directing air through all of the condenser 
modules, and also would employ only a single bank of 
dampers for regulating flow of air through the module 
housing. 
The control apparatus as described herein would be op 

erably coupled to the fan motor and the damper opera 
tor motor, as well as to one of the compressor motors as 
sociated with the compressor operably coupled to a single 
condenser module. Under these circumstances, the 
damper operator motor would be actuated in response to 
the head pressure at the exit line of the condenser coupled 
to the compressor motor in circuit with the control sys 
tem, and operable independently of the remaining com 
ressors. 
This construction precludes the necessity of providing 

individual controls on all of the compressor motors and 
eliminates a considerable number of components in the 
nature of conduits, pressure controls, headers, and similar 
electrical and mechanical equipment which has been em 
ployed in the past on each of the compressors of the 
multiple assembly. In equipment of this type, it is de 
sirable to utilize a thermostatic switch in series with 
switch 210 for preventing the fan motor 38 from cycling 
on if the temperature is below a predetermined value. 
Furthermore,'a second high-low pressure switch should 
be provided in parallel with switch 21%) to cycle fan motor 
389 if the pressure of the refrigerant reaches a very high 
level to thereby prevent high amplitude peaks in a graph 
of the pressure plotted against time, as would occur if 
each of the compressors has automatic defrosting control 
means thereon operable at predetermined intervals. 
The relay 196 deactivates damper operator motor 80 

whenever the controlling compressor motor 104 shuts 
down, thereby making it possible to operate a group of 
compressors on separate circuits in a single air-cooled 
condenser housing, and with control of all of the com 
pressors being effected indirectly by the damper position 
required for the control compressor. The system will 
continue to operate satisfactorily for an extended period 
of time while the control compressor is shut down dur 
ing a defrost cycle and without damper oscillation which 
would occur if damper structures of the type heretofore 
used were employed for each of the compressors to regu 
late ?ow of air over a corresponding condenser. The 
effect on the compressors other than the control com~ 
pressor during a defrost cycle, would be negligible be 
‘cause in general, changes in ambient air conditions are 

_ relatively'slow and it is extremely rate when such change 
would be su?iciently great to have an adverse effect on 
operation of the remaining compressors during defrost— 
ing of the control compressor. 

ltyshould also be noted‘ that temperature sensitive con 
trols can be used to actuate the damper operator for 
motor 80, and maintain a constant temperature from the 
air cooled unit. This type of arrangement would be par 
ticularly applicable when a fluid such as Water is circu 
lated through the air cooled machine rather than a vola 
tile refrigerant. The principles and theory of operation 
would be identical, except that temperature, instead of 
pressure, would serve as the basis of control. Operation 
of several independent circuits on a single air-cooled ma 

l chine would likewise be possible in this arrangement be 
cause of the provision of relay switch 196, as well as 
the other features of delayed fan action and preventing 
of excessive oscillation of the dampers. 
As previously indicated, it is preferable that damper 

' motor 80 be of the type wherein the same is submerged 
in an oil bath and therefore, relay 1956 serves to maintain 

I ?eld windings 268 of motor 8%} in an energized condition 
regardless of the condition of operation of fan motor 38 
and compressor motor 104, whereby armature 258 is rnov 
able under control of switch 220 regardless of the am 
bient air conditions. 
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Having thus described the invention what is claimed 

as new and desired to be secured by Letters Patent is: 
1. In refrigeration equipment having condenser means, 

refrigerant supply and return means connected to said 
condenser means, power driven fan means disposed to 
direct air through the condenser means, and movable 
damper structure for controlling the amount of air per 
mitted to pass through said condenser means by natural 
convection and during operation of said fan means, the 
improvement of which comprises apparatus for actuating 
said fan means and the damper structure, said apparatus 
including mechanism for moving the damper structure 
to and from the open and closed positions thereof to 
regulate the amount of air permitted to pass over the 
condenser means; control means operably connected to 
said mechanism for actuating the latter to move said 
damper structure a‘distance in either of the directions of 
movement thereof, sufficient only to control ?ow of air 
over said condenser means by natural convection or dur 
ing operation of said fan means and attempt to maintain 
the air ?ow, air temperature and predetermined con 
densing temperature in balance; and means controlling 
operation of said fan means for activating and deac 
tivating the latter only after the head pressure of said . 
refrigerant has reached preselected high and low levels 
respectively, and regardless of the positions of said 
dampers. 

2. In refrigeration equipment having condenser means, 
refrigerant supply and return means connected to said 
condenser means, power driven fan means disposed to 
direct air through the condenser means, and movable 
damper structure for controlling the amount of air per 
mitted to pass through said condenser means by natural 
convection and during operation of said fan means, the 
improvement of which comprises apparatus for actuating 
said fan means and the damper structure, said apparatus 
including mechanism for moving the damper structure to 
and ‘from the open and closed positions thereof to regu 
late the ameunt of air permitted to pass over the con 
denser means; control means responsive to the pressure of 
the refrigerant and operably connected to said mech 
‘anism for actuating the latter to move said damper struc 
ture a distance in either of the directions of movement 
thereof, su?icient only to control ?ow of air over said 
condenser means by natural convection or during opera 
tion of said fan means and attempt to maintain the air 
flow, air temperature and predetermined condensing tem 
perature in balance; and means controlling operation of 
said fan means for activating and deactivating the latter 
only after the head pressure of said refrigerant has 
reached preselected high and low levels respectively, an 
regardless of the positions of said dampers. ~ 

3. In refrigeration equipment having’ condenser means, 
refrigerant supply and return means connected to said 
condenser means, power drivenfan means disposed to 
direct air through the condenser means, and movable 
damper structure for controlling the amount of air per 
mitted to pass through said condenser means by natural 
convection and ‘during operation of said fan means, the 
improvement of which comprises apparatus for actuating 
said fan means and the damper structure, said apparatus 
including mechanism for moving the damper structure to 
and from the open and closed positions thereof to regu 
late the amount of air permitted to pass over the con 
denser means; control means operably connected to said 
mechanism ‘for actuating the latter to move said damper 
structure a distance in either of the directions of move 
ment thereof, sui?cient only to control ?ow of air over 
said condenser means by natural convection or during 
operation of said fan means and attempt to maintain 
the air flow, air temperature and predetermined condens 
ing temperature ‘in balance; and means controlling opera 
,tion of said fan means for activating the latter only after 
the dampers have been shifted to substantially the com 
pletely open posit-ion thereof and the resulting currents 
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of air passing over the. condenser means by natural con~ 
vection are insufficient to maintain the head pressure of 
the refrigerant above apredetermined value. 

' 4. In refrigeration equipment having condenser means, 
compressor means, refrigerant supply and return means 
connected to said condenser'means‘ and said compressor 
means, power driven ‘fan means disposed to direct air 
through the condenser means, and movable damper struc 
‘ture for controlling the amount of air permitted to pass 
through said condenser means ‘by natural convection and 
during operation of said fan means, the improvement of 
which comprises apparatus for actuating said fan means 
and the damper structure, said apparatus including mech 
anism for moving the damper structure to and from the 
open and closed‘position's thereof to regulate the amount 
of air permittedto pass over the condenser means; con 
trol means responsive to the pressure of the refrigerant 
.and operably connected to said mechanism for actuating 
the latter to move said damper structure a distance in 
either'of the directions of movementthereof, suf?cient 
only to control ?ow of air over said condenser means 
by natural convection or during operation of said fan 
means and attempt to maintain theair ?ow, air tempera 
ture and predetermined condensing temperature in bal 
'ance;. means controlling operation of said fan means for 
activating and deactivating the latter only after the head 
pressure of said refrigerant has reached preselected high 
and low levels respectively, and regardless of the posi 
tions of said dampers; and means connected to said con 
trol means for preventing movement of said dampers dur 
ing periods of inactivation of the compressor means. 

5. In refrigeration equipment having condenser means, 
refrigerant supply and return means connected to said 
condenser means, power driven fan means disposed to 
direct air through the condenser means, and movable 
damper structure for controlling the amount of air per 
mitted to pass through said condenser means by natural 
convection and during operation of said fan means, the 
improvement of which comprises apparatus for actuating 
said fan means and the damper structure, said apparatus 
including an electric damper motor operably coupled to 
said structure for moving the dampers to and from the 
open and closed positions thereof to regulate the' amount 
of air permitted to pass over the condenser means; 
electrically operated proportioning control means oper 
ably connected to said damper motor and responsive to 
head pressure of said refrigerant for actuating said damper 
motor to move said dampers a distance in either of the 
directions of movement thereof, su?icient only to con 
trol flow of air over said condenser means by natural 
connection or during operation of said fan means and 
attempt to maintain the air ?ow, air temperature and 
predetermined condensing temperature in balance; and 
means controlling operation of said fan means and re- 
sponsive to head pressure of said refrigerant for activat 
ing or deactivating the fan means only after the head 
pressure of said refrigerant has reached preselected high 
and low levels respectively, and regardless of the position 
of said dampers. 

6. Refrigeration equipment as set forth in claim 5, 
wherein said fan means includes an electrical fan motor, 
said apparatus having an electrical circuit coupled to said 
fan motor and said last-mentioned means being inter 
posed in said circuit and comprising a contact element, 
a ?rst switch arm movable into and out of engagement 
with said element and movable in response to change in 
head pressure of the refrigerant, and means for main 
taining said switch arm in either the open or closed 
position thereof until said head pressure of the refrigerant 
against'said switch arm reaches a predetermined high or 
low value. 

7. Refrigeration equipment as set forth in claim 5, 
wherein said damper motor has ?eld windings and a pair 
of armature windings for causing the armature of said 
damper motor to be rotated in opposite directions as 
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corresponding armature windings are energized, said 
proportioning control means including a pair of opposed 
contact members and a second switch arm movable be 
tween engagement with said contact members, said sec 
ond switch arm being shiftable in response to change in 
head pressure of the refrigerant, and circuit means con— 
necting the contact members to- respective armature wind 
ing and the second switch arm and said ?eld windings 
to a source of power whereby the ?eld windings remain 
energized regardless of the condition of energization of 
said armature windings. 

8. Refrigeration equipment as set forth in claim 7, 
wherein is provided third switch means in said circuit 
means coupling said contact members to respective ar 
mature windings of the damper motor, said third switch 
means being opened each time the compressor is de 
activated to thereby preclude energization of the arma 
ture windings of the damper motor in response to move 
ment of said second switch arm into engagement with 
said contact members but with said ?eld windings of the 
damper motor remaining in an energized condition. 

9. In refrigeration equipment having a housing open 
at the top and bottom thereof, condenser means with said 
housing, compressor means, refrigerant supply and re 
turn means connected to said condenser means and the 
compressor means, and power driven ‘fan means disposed 
within the housing to direct air through the condenser 
means, the improvement of which comprises movable 
damper structure adapted to be mounted in the housing 
in a position to control the amount of air permitted to 
pass through the condenser means by natural convection 
and during operation of said fan means, said damper struc~ 
ture including a plurality of elongated, ?at blade units 
disposed in juxtaposed relationship and rotatable about 
parallel axes extending across the housing, a damper 
motor having a shaft and connector means coupling said 
shaft to the blade units for rotating alternate blade units 
in opposite directions; and control means operably con 
nected to said damper motor for actuating the latter to 
move said blade units a distance in either of the direc 
tions of movement thereof, su?icient only to control flow 
of air over said con-denser means by natural convection 
or during operation of said fan means to thereby substan 
tially maintain the air ?ow, air temperature and predeter 
mined condensing temperature in balance. 

10. Refrigeration equipment as set forth in claim 9, 
wherein said connector means includes components cou 
pling the shaft of the damper motor to one of the blade 
units for rotating the latter in response to actuation of said 
damper motor, link means interconnecting remaining al 
terna-te blade units to said one blade unit for rotating 
said remaining alternate blade units in the same direction 
and in response to movement of said one blade unit, and 
link structure coupling each of said alternate blade units 
to the next adjacent blade unit in one direction therefrom 
for rotating said next adjacent blade units in a direction 
opposite to that of said alternate blade units. 

'11. Refrigeration equipment as set forth in claim 10, 
wherein said link means and the link structure causes said 
blade units to be rotated through equal arcs in response 
to and during actuation of said damper motor. 

12. In refrigeration equipment, a plurality of condenser 
units; compressor means for each of said condenser 
units; refrigerant supply and return means coupling said 
condenser units to respective condenser means; power 
driven Ifan means disposed to direct air through all of 
the condenser means; movable damper structure for con 
trolling the amount of air permitted to pass through said 
condenser means by natural convection and during op 
eration of said fan means; apparatus for actuating said 
fan means and the damper structure, said apparatus in 
cluding mechanism for moving the damper structure to 
and from the open and closed positions thereof to reg 
ulate the amount of air permitted to pass over the con— 
denser means; control means operably connected to said 
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mechanism fer actuating as latter to‘ move. said damper 
structure a distance in either of the ‘directions at move 
ment thereof, sufficient only to control ?ow of over 
all of said condenser means by natural convection or 
during operation of said fan means and attempt ‘to maul- . 
tain the air ?ow, air temperature'and predetermined con 
densing temperature in balance; and means controlling 
operation of said fan means for activating and deactivat 
ing the latter only'iatter the head pressure of the re 
frigerant in one of the refrigerant sup-ply and return 
means has reached preselected high and low levels re 
spectively, and regardless of the positions of said dampers. 

13- In ref?gerativn equipment, a plurality of condenser 
units; compressor means ?or each of said condenser units; 
refrigerant supply and return means coupling said con 
denser units to respective condenser means; power driven 
fan means disposed to direct air through all of the con 
denser means; movable damper structure for controlling 
the amount of air permitted to pass through said con 
denser means by natural convection and during opera 
tion of said fan means; apparatus for actuating said fan 
means and the damper structure, said apparatus includ 
ing mechanism *for moving the damper structure to and 
from the open and closed positions thereof to regulate 
the amount of air permitted to pass over the condenser 
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1.6 
means; sgatrszl respansive ta the Pressure at the 
refrigerant one of ref [refrigerant snpaly and retwn 
means'and operably coupled to 'said mechanism for aetu 
rating the. latter to. a a said damper strlwture a distance 
in either 915th; diIQQHQQS of ‘movement thereqfr Su?ident 
(July 119 control ?ow of air over said condenser means 
by natural convesticn 9!‘ during. operation of said tan‘ 
means aasl attempt t9 maintain the a: ?ow, air tempera 
fare and. predetermined condensing temperature of the 
refrigerant i? said one Supply and. return means, in 
balanqes and means cqntrqllin'g Operation 0f. said fan 
means .fQr activating and deactivating the latter only after 
the head pressure bi the refrigerant in Said qne supply 
and return means. has reached preselected high, andllow 
levels respectively, and regardless of the Positions of said 
dampers; " 

14- Refrigeration equipment as set, forth in claim 1.3 
wherein is ‘provided means connected to said control 
means for Preventing movement at Said dampers during 
periods or inactivation of the compressor means coupled 
to said one refn'gerant supply and return means 
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